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Omaha, Nebraska: The City of Innovations and startups 
 
It won’t be less than a wonder to know that a city which was known for the tag of “Over 
Grown Cow Town,” has been recognized as “Home of Investors.” Back in the 1960s, 
this city was most famous for malodourous stockyards. 

The economy of Omaha showed brutal growth in the era of the early 1990s. Now, 
Omaha, the proud city of Nebraska State, is under the radar for its innovation and tech 
startups. 

So, what’s the mystery behind the technology sector in Omaha, Nebraska? Omaha is 
very eminent for the ultimate availability of Jobs and tech startups. Likewise, the New 
York or Silicon Valley, this city has its name for tech startups and Job culture. 

I am placing out some useful insights on how one can plant its tech career roots and 
bloom here: 

Worth of Tech Career in Omaha: 
So, when you search for “The Best Places for Business and Careers in 2019”, and 
going through the list, this city will be blinking in front of your eyes, right at number 38 – 
according to Forbes. About the tech career scene, Telecommunication is one of the 
significant industry and career-pick here. 

Specifically, for the tech startups career, this city is havens for seed funding and 
acquisition of the investment. To your knowledge, the great startup –FanBox, gathered 
a sizeable 1.3M investment. Hence, if you are a tech-geek and novelty lover, the future 
in Omaha looks even brighter than the sun. 

The big Investment daddy, Warren Buffet, has 26.4% of his investment in IT and Tech 
Startups. Consequently, the doors of success are extensively open here for tech 
careers as this city was listed among the Best Cities for Entrepreneurs in 2016. 

Future of IT Jobs in Omaha, Nebraska: 
Omaha is of the largest Metropolitan city, with as low as 3% of unemployment (Even 
lower than National Average). Such a minor rate of redundancy and the most 
economical cost of living, this city is worth to live. Agreeing to USA data, Omaha carries 
the Information technology industry as one of the highly paid fields with 65.7k $$ as 
Median Earning. 



So, the question may trigger in anyone’s mind that “Is the Hard to Get IT job in 
Omaha?” 

The stats are showing something else. With that 3% joblessness, it doesn’t look you can 
struggle hard even with your associate degree. 

The City is a map with 5+ 500 fortune companies and much multibillion company’s 
headquarters. These high and long-standing empires always fulfill the job needs of this 
city. Yearly job hunts and startup funding pave an easy way to find an appropriate IT 
job. Unfortunately, the job growth rate of Omaha is just 0.6%, but still, Nebraska state 
city is in the leagues of the City of Riches and Investors. 

The Bottom Line: 
The city has shown a large upward inclined graph for the Tech career and Job 
opportunities. One can find a smooth and easy way of living here in Omaha, Nebraska. 
A tremendous gross metro product of $59.6B, this city opens for all tech fanatics and 
passionate job hunters. 

 


